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sanjay translated the epic at the request of the mughal emperor shah jahan. shah jahan was the most powerful
ruler of the mughal empire, and was the emperor who made the taj mahal. the mughals were originally from
central asia, and their language was persian, which also is the language of the mahabharata. sanjay may have
translated the epic from the persian version, the manas-mihan, which has many similarities with the original
sanskrit version. but a few sanskrit scholars believe that sanjay's version to be closer to the original than
kavindra's, because it has the sanskrit pausal, the little verse that introduces each part of the epic. sanjay's
version is known as bangla mahabharata or bangla version of mahabharata. bibhuti bhushan ray (1909-2000)
was a great sanskrit scholar, linguist and philologist. he translated the mahabharata into english. while his
version is far from perfect, it is remarkable how much he was able to convey the significance and meaning of the
epic. his version is known as ray mahabharata. santipahana was a great sanskrit scholar, but he was also a poet,
and his version has a lot of poetry and evocative images. the name of his version is santipahana mahabharata,
which means an epic that improves with every reading. in this version, santipahana has also given a unique
introduction to each part of the epic. ananda coomaraswamy (1877-1947) was a famous poet and writer. he
wrote a play called bibhutibhushan- anandamela, about the struggle between sri krishna and karna. he also
wrote a book on the epic, which is very much in the style of the mahabharata. ananda's version is known as
ramajana mahabharata.
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the mahabharata is the largest epic in the world. it is believed to be composed by vyasa. vyasa is a sage who is
believed to have lived in the early 5th century bc. the mahabharata is a great epic, a major narrative in the

hindu tradition, one of the sanskrit epics. it is a crucial text in the history of india and the world, which describes
an epic battle between the pandavas and the kauravas. vyasa is the author of the text, but it is believed that it
was composed over a long period of time, from the 2nd millennium bce until the 4th century ce. the story of the

mahabharata is about the rise and fall of the kuru kingdom. the setting is in northern india, in the time of the
second iron age, when the himalayas are rising. in the north of india, kuru is a military kingdom founded by

bhishma, the elder brother of arjuna. it is ruled by the kuru clan. bhishma, arjuna, and their cousins fight and die
at various points in the story. the epic is set in and around the kuru kingdom. other clans that form part of the

epic are the panchala kingdom, ruled by the pandavas. it is located in madras, in the south of india. the kaurava
kingdom is located in the north of india, between the kuru kingdom and the pandava kingdom. it is ruled by the

kaurava clan. they are associated with the city of hastinapur. the mahabharata is one of the greatest epics in the
world. it contains rich literary and cultural traditions and a large number of themes and characters. it is a story

of a conflict between two dynasties, the pandavas and the kauravas. it depicts the struggle between
righteousness and evil. it is a great narrative of war, heroism, adventure, and love. 5ec8ef588b
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